Abstract. Using a recent construction of Bezrukavnikov and Etingof, [BE], we prove that there is a factorization of the Etingof-Ginzburg sheaf on the generalized Calogero-Moser space associated to a complex reflection group. In the case W = Sn, this confirms a conjecture of Etingof and Ginzburg, [EG].
Introduction
In this paper we apply a recent construction of Bezrukavnikov and Etingof, [BE] , to the study of the centres of the rational Cherednik algebras at t = 0. The affine varieties X c (W ) , corresponding to these centres are called the generalized Calogero-Moser spaces and are known to influence the representation theory of the algebras. We show that there exists an isomorphism of schemes by Φ.
Theorem. On π
there is an isomorphism of W -equivariant sheaves
In particular, this theorem proves that the sheaf R [W ] on the Calogero-Moser space associated to the symmetric group factorizes as conjectured by Etingof and Ginzburg, [EG, page 319] .
2. The rational Cherednik algebra 2.1. Definitions and notation. Let W be a complex reflection group, h its reflection representation over C with rank h = n, and S the set of all complex reflections in W . The idempotent in CW corresponding to the trivial representation will be denoted e W . Let (·, ·) : h × h * → C be the natural pairing defined by (y, x) = x(y). For s ∈ S, fix α s ∈ h * to be a basis of the one dimensional space Im(s − 1)| h * and α ∨ s ∈ h a basis of the one dimensional space Im(s − 1)| h such that α s (α ∨ s ) = 2. Choose c : S → C to be a W -invariant function and t a complex number. The rational Cherednik algebra, H t,c (W ) , as introduced by Etingof and Ginzburg, [EG, page 250] , is the quotient of the skew group algebra of the tensor algebra, T (h ⊕ h * ) ⋊ W , by the ideal generated by the relations
Since there is an isomorphism H λt,λc (W ) ∼ = H t,c (W ) for any λ ∈ C * , we can restrict ourselves to considering the cases t = 0 or 1. 
2.1.2. Centralizer algebras. We recall the centralizer construction described in [BE, 3.2] . Let A be an C-algebra equipped with a homomorphism H −→ A × , where H is a finite group. Let G be another finite group such that H is a subgroup of G. The algebra C(G, H, A) is defined to be the centralizer of A in the right A-module P := Fun H (G, A) of H-invariant, A-valued functions on G. By making a choice of left coset representatives of H in G, C(G, H, A) is realized as the algebra of |G/H| by |G/H| matrices over A. For
Let e G ∈ CG and e H ∈ CH denote the idempotents corresponding to the trivial representation of G and H respectively, where CH is considered as a subalgebra of A.
Lemma 2.1. There are isomorphisms of CG-Z(A)-bimodules
where Z(A) denotes the centre of A. Here CG acts on C(G, H, A) by multiplication on the left via ι and on the left of Fun H (G, Ae H ) also via ι.
Proof. The second isomorphism is clear from the definition of Fun
We define a linear map ζ from C(G, H, A) · ι(e G ) to Fun H (G, Ae H ) and a map η in the opposite direction by
where M ∈ C(G, H, A), f ∈ Fun H (G, Ae H ) and h ∈ Fun H (G, A). After fixing left coset representatives of H in G, a direct calculation shows that η is both a left and right inverse to ζ. The G-equivariance of ζ is clear since
The Z(A)-equivariance of ζ is similarly clear.
2.2.
Completing the rational Cherednik algebra. For each point b ∈ h, the completion, [BE, 2.4] . However, the notion of completion at W · b works equally well when t = 0 because H 0,c (W ) can be thought of as a sheaf of algebras on the affine
Crucially, we note that [BE, Theorem 3.2] is independent of the parameter t and hence can be applied to the case t = 0. We state it here for completeness. 
defined by the following formulas. Suppose that
wα ∈ H t,c ′ (W b , h); and for any a ∈ h,
where y a ∈ h ⊂ H t,c (W, h) and y (5)
where e H is the order of the cyclic group W H of elements of W that fix H pointwise and k a non-zero scalar.
Lemma 3.1. For each b ∈ h the map Ψ :
is an automorphism.
The chain rule gives
and this gives
Hence, by [E, Exercise 7 .25], Ψ is an isomorphism.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.2, we have an isomorphism of quotient algebras.
The statement of Lemma 3.1 is equivalent to the fact that
This, together with (7), implies that
and the isomorphism follows.
By [EG, Proposition 4.15] 
is the coordinate ring of the scheme-theoretic pull-back π
Comparing the centres of the algebras in Corollary 3.2 gives an isomorphism of (non-reduced) schemes.
Corollary 3.3. For b ∈ h, there is a scheme-theoretic isomorphism
Proof. The Satake isomorphism, [EG, Theorem 3.1] , is the map
where the right-hand side is considered as an ideal in e W H 0,c (W, h) e W . Therefore the Satake isomorphism descends to an isomorphism
As noted in [BE, Lemma 3.1 (ii) ], the isomorphism (6) restricts to an isomorphism of subalgebras
where θ( e W ) = e W b . Here we have implicitly identified the spherical algebra on the right-hand side with a subalgebra of C W, W b ,
. It is possible, though uninformative, to give an explicit description of this identification. Combining the isomorphisms of (9) and (10) produces the comorphism
corresponding to Φ.
Etingof and Ginzburg, [EG, page 247] , introduced an important coherent sheaf on X c (W ), which we now recall. as S n -equivariant vector bundles. This confirms the conjectured factorization given in [EG, 11.27 ].
